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Abstract

This paper examines the problem of image retrieval from
large, heterogeneous image databases. We present a tech-
nique that fulfills several needs identified by surveying re-
cent research in the field. This technique fairly integrates a
diverse and expandable set of image properties (for exam-
ple, color, texture, and location) in a retrieval framework,
and allows end-users substantial control over their use. We
propose a novel set of evaluation methods in addition to
applying established tests for image retrieval; our tech-
nique proves competitive with state-of-the-art methods in
these tests and does better on certain tasks. Furthermore,
it improves on many standard image retrieval algorithms
by supporting queries based on subsections of images. For
certain queries this capability significantly increases the
relevance of the images retrieved, and further expands the
user’s control over the retrieval process.

1 Introduction

The rapid growth of digital image and video libraries
has created a corresponding need for efficient tools to man-
age those libraries. As the volume of image information
grows, the management tools must become increasingly re-
liable and autonomous. One key task of such tools isimage
retrieval (ImR), consisting of the selection of appropriate
images from a library in response to user queries. Working
toward algorithms that yield ever more relevant retrievals,
researchers have turned to approaches that integrate diverse
sources of information: work based upon color histograms
[20, 7] has given way to approaches based upon both spatial
layout and color [16, 11, 18, 13]; similarly methods based
purely upon texture [5] have given way to work combining
color, texture, and distributional cues [15, 2]. By now, the
merits of drawing on different types of image features for
ImR are firmly established.

Our work capitalizes on this trend, providing a frame-

work for fairly and consistently integrating diverse image
properties into a description amenable to fast, reliable re-
trieval. We advance previous work in ImR by using a diverse
and expandable set of image properties, and furthermore by
allowing explicit user control over their interaction through
a simple interface. An important advantage of the flexibility
offered by our approach is the ability to make region-based
queries, as described below. Additionally, our work brings
image retrieval a step closer to existing text retrieval meth-
ods by adopting the cosine metric used successfully in that
field [19]. Section 2 of this paper describes the details of
our algorithm, called Stairs.

Section 3 addresses the lack of standardized evaluation
techniques for ImR. We propose several new tests designed
to test retrieval under certain specific adverse conditions,
facilitating comparison between different algorithms. Us-
ing these tests in addition to one applied by other research
groups, we directly compare Stairs to two other approaches,
one state-of-the-art and one chosen as a baseline. Our ap-
proach competes well on these evaluations, regularly out-
performing the baseline and beating both methods on many
tests.

In addition to its abilities in standard retrieval rasks,
Stairs allows more flexible queries than many ImR algo-
rithms. A few reseachers have investigated retrieval based
upon parts of images only, or upon objects within an image
[17, 12, 4, 15]. This allows the user to form more pow-
erful queries, but typically involves a tradeoff between the
query expressiveness and the amount of extra computation
required. The Stairs algorithm can operate in a regional-
query mode with only a moderate increase in computational
overhead. In this mode, a part of the query image is matched
against any similar parts of the library images, and the best
matches are returned. Section 4 describes this capability and
shows that it can dramatically improve the rank of relevant
images for some queries.

We conclude in Section 5 with a discussion of Stairs in
relation to other ongoing work in ImR. While Stairs cur-
rently consists of a standard ImR engine that performs both



full-image and region-based queries, it has the potential to
provide a basis for additional capabilities at the cutting edge
of research.

2 The Stairs algorithm

The acronym Stairs refers to the Semantic-Token-Based
Automatic Image Retrieval System developed in this paper.
It builds up a description of an image from a collection of
primitive image elements, such as small patches of color
or local color relationships. Like the words making up a
document, each such element or token carries little meaning
by itself, but in combination with other similar elements
can form a meaningful whole. Stairs knowingly draws on
successful approaches to text retrieval by treating images in
a similar manner.

In text, words are a clear choice as the primitive semantic
token. We will refer to the image equivalent as animage
token. The question of how exactly to define an image token
is not so easy, and indeed the best primitive unit may differ
depending on the task. Most of the results presented in this
paper use tokens consisting of local image patches described
in terms of color, texture, and location. We have experi-
mented with several other potential token definitions, such
as pairs of locally neighboring patches, and single patches
with additional descriptive features. For most tasks, the sim-
ple definition performs well and requires less computational
overhead.

It is worth emphasizing that the approach detailed in this
paper applies regardless of the choice of primitive unit or its
description. For example, local edge elements could be as
easily used, without altering the basic algorithm. In fact, one
could imagine formulating Stairs comparisons dynamically,
using some sort of scripting language. This would give users
the ability to easily build their own similarity measures from
scratch, based upon the image features of their choosing.

2.1 Token extraction

Although the procedure that extracts the primitive tokens
is not an integral part of the Stairs algorithm, the steps
used are recorded here for completeness. All images are
scaled to approximately 25,000 pixels (in practice, 128×
192 pixels). Processing of each image begins with the fast
local segmentation algorithm developed by Felzenszwalb
and Huttenlocher [6] to find locally similar patches. This
segmentation will produce quite large regions if the image
is smoothly shaded, as in the case of a clear sky. Because
we wish to capture local properties of the image, a post-
segmentation stage breaks up all regions above a threshold
size into roughly equal, contiguous pieces. This process
consistently results in a segmentation of the image into about
500 pieces. (The specific segmentation process appears

unimportant, as experiments using a simple 16× 32 grid
segmentation produce comparable results.)

Once the basic units making up the image have been iden-
tified, they can be described by a feature vector capturing
their significant properties. The current Stairs implementa-
tion generates values based upon color, texture, and spatial
properties of each token: the mean color in HSV space, a
crude texture indicator consisting of the median difference
between individual pixels and the smoothed patch color,
and the location of the patch in theXY plane. TheXY
position is specified relative to the center of the image, in
units related to the image dimensions. In addition to these
properties, the token is given a weight proportional to its
area. Once feature vectors are stored for each token, the
general Stairs algorithm can create a single representation
describing the entire image.

2.2 Token combination

The Stairs token combination algorithm takes as input the
set of simple tokens that comprise an image and produces
as output a single vector in a high-dimensional spaceF ,
amounting to a joint histogram of the token features. In
forming the final vector description, Stairs first represents
the image tokens in an intermediate spaceM, then converts
them into spaceF and adds them together to form the final
vector.

In spaceM, each image token is described by a discrete
feature vector. Thus the first step is to divide any continuous
features into discrete bins. Our implementation uses 28 bins
for the color of each segment, 3 bins for the amount of
texture present, and 21 bins for the spatial location. Thus
a discrete vector~m in M representing an image token has
NM = 1764 possible values. The collection of tokens
found in an image is represented by a set of ordered pairs,
typically one per image token, consisting of a vector inM
and a weightwi. (Technically, if two or more tokens are
described by the same~m ∈ M, then they are represented
by a single ordered pair whose weight is the sum of the
individual weights of all the tokens.)

RM(I) =
{

(~m1, w1) , (~m2, w2) , . . . ,
(
~mnI , wnI

)}
(1)

RM(I) is called theM-representation of the imageI. With
nI ≈ 500 tokens per image on average, the number of
uniqueM-representations is around 102000, even ignoring
differences in the weights.

SpaceF has exactly one dimension corresponding to
each point of spaceM. ThusF is equivalent toRNF , where
the dimensionalityNF is the product of the number of bins
used for each feature inX . (Perforce, in our implementation
F is a 1764-dimensional space.) In other words,F is defined
by an orthonormal basis set ofNM elements, and there is an
implicit one-to-onecorrespondancebetween the elements of



this basis set and the set of all possible vectors inM. This
allows the definition of a bijective mapping from theM-
representation of an image to theF -representation,RF (I):

RF (I) =
nI∑
i=1

wiF (~mi) (2)

whereF (m) is the one-to-one function from vectors inM
to their corresponding basis vectors inF . Note that the con-
version from~m to F (~m) allows the contributions of each
token to be added to the others without blurring their indi-
vidual identity. The transformation fromRM(I)to RF (I)
is completely reversible, thusF is isomorphic to the space
of M-representations (although not toM itself).

2.3 Comparing images

The framework we have set up is analogous by design to
simple text retrieval systems [19]. The vectors inRM(I)
correspond to individual words, andRF(I) corresponds to
the word vector representing a text. Continuing the analogy,
we compare twoF -representation using a cosine metric.
AbbreviatingRF (I) as ~fI , we have

DF(I1, I2) = cos−1




~fI1 · ~fI2√(
~fI1 · ~fI1

)(
~fI2 · ~fI2

)

 (3)

In practice, the inverse cosine need never be computed since
we are interested merely in the relative similarity of images.

The astute reader will have noticed a problem with the
method as described thus far. Consider three images, the
first with a red area in one corner, and the other two with
similar patches of orange and green respectively. According
to Equation 3, the red image is equally dissimilar to both.
This is undesirable, as red and orange show more similarity
than red and green. In particular, if the hues in question
happen to fall on either side of a bin boundary, then they
may be very similar indeed. The system description needs
to be modified to account for this type of similarity, which
we term anear match.

In concrete terms, the problem is that~mi 6= ~mj implies
F (~mi)·F (~mj) = 0 even if~mi and~mj are near matches. To
address this issue, we define a similarity functionS(~m1, ~m2)
on vectors inM, such thatS(~m1, ~m2) returns a high value
for tokens that are near matches, and a lower value for tokens
that do not match as well. Given such a function, we can
redefine the difference between two images as a sequence
of vector-matrix products.

DF(I1, I2) = cos−1




~fT
I1
S~fI2√(

~fT
I1
S~fI1

)(
~fT
I2
S~fI2

)

 (4)

whereS is the matrix representation ofS in F . We use a
symmetricS that has a Cholesky factorization,S = TTT.
This gives an alternate interpretation of Equation 4, as com-
puting the cosine difference between two transformed vec-
torsT~fI1 andT~fI2.

2.4 Spread functions

The matricesS andT can be readily assembled from
smaller matrices defined on the individual features of the
image tokens.S andT are each simply the Kronecker prod-
uct (or direct matrix product) of smaller matrices describing
how to treat near matches in each feature. For example,
let SHSV = TT

HSV THSV be the matrix specifying how to
treat near matches in the color feature, and define similar
matrices for the other features. We produce the 28× 28
values inTHSV using an exponential decay function on the
distance of the corresponding bin centers in HSV space:

THSV (i, j) = (pH )∆H(i,j) (pS)∆S(i,j) (pV )∆V (i,j) (5)

wherepH , pS , andpV ∈ [0, 1] are user-tunable parameters
controlling how much to value near matches. At the ex-
tremes,pH = 0 indicates that the hue must match exactly,
whereaspH = 1 indicates that any hue will match equally
well. (This is a potentially useful setting, allowing the sys-
tem to ignore a feature deemed not useful. For example,
by setting thepH andpS to 1, the system can retrieve color
images from a grayscale query.) We refer toTHSV and
its counterpartsTT andTXY asspread functions, and the
parameters{pH , pS , . . .} asspread parameters.

2.5 Stairs in practice

A näıve implementation of the algorithm described above
would be unwieldy, especially if the base image token used
requiresM to be large. Even with simple tokens,S requires
about 25 MB of memory to instantiate, and computingDF
involves a large matrix multiplication. Furthermore, the
F -representation of each image requires about 14 KB to
store.

Fortunately, a clever implementation can do better than
this. TheM-representation of each image can be stored in
about 2 KB. When necessary, the storedM-representation
can be quickly converted to the fullF -representation. An-
other savings is due to the special format ofS. Because
it is the Kronecker product of several much smaller ma-
trices, computing the product~fIS is linear in the size of
S instead of quadratic [8]. Essentially, the result can be
found by repeated multiplications of the smallerSFi matri-
ces. With these modifications, the Stairs technique can scale
to handle more complex image token descriptions than those
described here. We have successfully run the system in in-
teractive time withNM ∼ 106, an increase of three orders
of magnitude.



The fundamental operation in image retrieval is to com-
pare an unknown image with a library of known images,
searching for the closest matches. An examination of Equa-
tion 4 reveals that this can be made quite efficient, since
the vector~fT

I1
S need be computed for the query imageI1

only once, and~fT
I2
S~fI2 can be precomputed for each library

imageI2. In fact, if the library images are stored in theirM-
representation, then each individual comparison amounts to
about 500 array lookups and twice that number of floating
point operations. In conjunction with aggressive pruning
of the search space, most queries on the 19,000-image test
library can be resolved in less than two seconds on a desktop
PC.

2.6 Search Pruning

Pruning of the search space relies upon a fast analysis
in each dimension ofM independently, and eliminates the
majority of images from consideration without incorrectly
overlooking any candidates. We quickly calculate an upper
bound on the similarity of each library image to the query,
and use this bound to order and prune the retrieval process.
Once we have found a sufficient number of close matches,
we can remove from consideration all images whose sim-
ilarity is bounded away from the top scores. Empirically,
the number of images that must be fully searched appears
independent of library size for most queries. The dramatic
gains achieved with our pruning technique resemble those
recently reported for a different image retrieval system with
pruning based upon the triangle inequality [2].

Given two vectors inF , the angle between them must
be greater than or equal to the angle between an orthogonal
projection of the vectors in a space of lower dimensionality.
Our pruning technique depends heavily this fact. For each of
the library images, we cache the projection of theF -vector
onto subspaces corresponding to each of the dimensions
of M (i.e., color, texture, and location). The angles be-
tween these projections and the corresponding projection of
the query image can be quickly computed, and give lower
bounds on the angle in the full space. For fixedS, these op-
erations compare in time and space to retrieval using color
histograms. (If we wish to use multipleS matrices, we must
either cache projections for each or calculate them online.)
Once the bounds have been computed, in order to find thek
most relevant images it often suffices to look at only 3k or
4k images in all.

3 Evaluation

Historically, image retrieval algorithms have proven dif-
ficult to evaluate objectively, for a number of reasons. Image
libraries are not standardized or centrally available, so that
different research groups perform their evaluations using

different sets of images. There has been limited sharing of
code, so that even when one technique is compared directly
against another, the implementation details differ. Finally,
there is little agreement over what constitutes a “correct”
retrieval, since image similarity involves subjective factors.

We address these factors as best we can in this paper. We
use a commercially available library of 19,000 images from
Corel, a source also used by other research groups [4, 17].
We directly compare our technique against two other meth-
ods: a version of color histograms [20] as a baseline for
comparison, and our implementation of the color autocor-
relogram technique proposed by Huang,et. al. [13]. The
latter is a state-of-the-art technique that has itself undergone
extensive testing [12].

In order to allow comparison with other previous work
in image retrieval, we carry out a classification test that has
been previously used to evaluate retrieval methods [1, 9].
However, to develop a more complete picture of the perfor-
mance of Stairs, we also propose several novel evaluations
that test its response to specific retrieval conditions. These
tests use artificially altered images as queries, with the goal
of retrieving the original from the library. Because the tests
are algorithmic in nature, they do not depend on subjec-
tive judgements of similarity and can be easily duplicated
by other research groups. Furthermore, because they alter
the query images in well-defined ways, they can potentially
probe with more precision the strengths and weaknesses of
individual algorithms [10].

3.1 Classification test

Classification transmutes the question of image similar-
ity into the selection of groups of visually related images.
If the categories chosen tend to be visually self-similar and
dissimilar to each other, then classification is a conservative
but fair test of retrieval. We retrieve related images for a
collection of images manually labeled with one of ten cat-
egories. If the top retrieval is of the same category as the
query image, then the image is considered a correct clas-
sification; otherwise it is incorrect. Results of this test are
shown in Table 1 by category, for two separate test sets; the
first has been used by other groups [1, 9] and the second in-
cludes additional categories in the same vein. As expected,
Stairs and correlograms perform better than histograms. In-
terestingly, the relative performance varies noticeably by
category. This suggests a weakness of the classification task
as an evaluative technique: The particular image categories
chosen can greatly affect the apparent performance of the
algorithms being evaluated.

Stairs’ flexible architecture allows additional features to
be easily added if such an action seems necessary or desir-
able. The basic Stairs algorithm uses purely local informa-
tion in its token descriptions. To see whether adding some



Category Stairs Hist. Corr. Stairs (+)
Airshows 68 57 59 65
Bald Eagles 69 55 70 70
Brown Bears 46 35 35 43
Mountains 72 76 82 78
Cheetahs, etc. 65 62 76 66
Deserts 54 47 57 52
Elephants 81 81 76 85
Fields 48 46 43 54
Night Scenes 68 68 70 71
Polar Bears 60 49 66 54
Sunsets 64 68 75 64
Tigers 99 97 100 99
Overall 67.2 63.4 68.6 68.3

Candy 68 59 80 69
Cars 89 57 63 90
Caves 42 34 48 42
Churches 44 33 37 39
Divers 56 71 75 61
Doors 57 39 52 64
Gardens 60 72 62 61
Glaciers 78 51 74 74
Hawks 58 60 69 57
MVs 51 33 42 57
Models 75 41 57 66
People 18 19 20 25
Ruins 50 40 48 53
Skiing 59 52 65 56
Stained Glass 70 74 84 76
Sunrises 63 52 60 68
Overall 58.6 49.2 58.5 59.9

Table 1. Performance of ImR methods on two
classification tests. (Top is original.)

regional information would improve performance on the
classification test, we include a fourth feature in the token
description, representing the fraction of neighboring tokens
that have the same color and texture. Intuitively, this carries
information about whether the token is within a large homo-
geneous region or is an isolated feature. The results, listed
in Table 1 as Stairs (+), show a modest improvement over
the basic algorithm. The ease with which additional features
may be added for specific tasks is one of the strengths of
Stairs’ flexible architecture.

3.2 Artificial-query tests

Artificial queries offer great potential in testing specific
aspects of retrieval performance. Areas of inquiry include
invariance to assorted image transformations and ability to
cope with limited information. There is always the potential

that alterations to a particular image will result in true simi-
larity to a different image. Luckily, in practice such interac-
tions are rare enough that assessment using large numbers
of images produces stable results, even if the set of query
images changes.

We introduce three artificial-query tests here: theCrop
test, theJumbletest, and the low contrast (Low-Con) test.
Cropproduces a query image by cropping 50% of the image
area around the borders and blowing up the remaining cen-
tral portion. It tests performance in retrieving a full image
given a closeup.Jumbletakes the original image and ran-
domly reshuffles its parts on a 4×4 grid. It tests retrieval of
images with similar content in different arrangements.Low-
Conremaps the RGB intensity values of the image onto the
range [0.1,0.9]. It tests retrieval of images given a query
from a damaged or miscalibrated source, or from video un-
der varying lighting conditions. Figure 1 shows an example
of each type of query.

Figure 1. Examples of each type of artificial
query. First row, l-r: Original image, Crop.
Second row: Jumble, Low-Con.

Sorted plots of the ranks returned in artificial-query tests
generally look flat over most of their range, with a sharp
drop in the tail. In other words, most images are retrieved
fairly reliably, but a few are not. Two numbers characterize
this behavior: The median rank indicates how successfully
most images are retrieved, while the mean rank expresses the
severity of the worst cases. Table 2 reports these numbers for
each of the retrieval techniques on each of the selected tests,
using a randomly selected sample of 1000 images as queries.
Two numbers are given for Stairs: one using a consistent
S and one whereS is chosen to be particularly appropriate
for the task. The latter case simulates tasks where the main
obstacles to retrieval are known. Not surprisingly, the tuned
algorithm performs a bit better on the task (Jumble) where
the untuned version has difficulty. The ability to tune Stairs
to a particular task is powerful, but there are cases where the



ideal setting is unknown. The untuned test provides a better
indication of performance in such situations.

Crop Jumble Low-Con
Histograms median 18 (1) 86.5

mean 126.6 (1) 350.3
Correlograms median 1 1 5

mean 12.4 2.0 83.6
Stairs Default median 1 26 1

mean 38.9 205.2 18.2
Stairs Tuned median 1 1 1

mean 17.0 1.2 22.6

Table 2. Target rank results in artificial-query
tests. (Lower numbers are better.)

4 Queries on parts of images

Many researchers have noted the importance of sub-
image queries [4, 15]. Often users are interested in only
a portion of an image, perhaps a particular object in a scene
containing many others. In such cases, a query based on
the full image will return many false hits due to spurious
matches with irrelevant areas of the scene. To solve this
problem, an ImR system must retrieve images based upon
a match of some region in the target image with a specified
region of the query image. This process will be referred to
asregion matching, and the corresponding request aregion
query. Stairs supports a form of region matching as a spe-
cial case of a more general capability: matching some image
tokens more or less strictly than others. In this paradigm,
a region query is formed by requiring a close match in the
region of interest, while allowing the rest of the image to
match anything.

Region matching can magnify the problem of image re-
trieval significantly, since for every image in the library there
are a multitude of potential regions to match. Some early
region matching schemes require searching over potential
matches in each image, an approach that doesn’t scale well
as library size increases [14]. More recent work speeds up
queries by pre-segmenting images into promising regions
[4], while a few techniques actually perform a segmentation
online in response to user queries [15].

4.1 Stairs region matching

Region matching in Stairs falls into the online category.
The user’s query explicitly defines a division of the image
into subject and background regions. Stairs uses this di-
vision to divideM-space into two subsets:MS , which
contains tokens in the subject region and potentially simi-
lar tokens, andMB, which contains all other (background)

tokens. These subsets implicitly segment every image in
the library, isolating and identifying areas similar to the
query region. (Unfortunately, because the success of the
implicit segmentation depends upon the subject and back-
ground falling into different bins, it will not work well in
cases where the object is well camoflaged. In a sense, such
cases are intrinsically more difficult.)

To avoid explicitly isolating the interesting portions of
each target image, the distinctions betweenMS andMB

can be rolled into Equation 4 by making the appropriate
choice ofS. Consider two match matrices,SS and SB,
generated from different spread parameterspFi . SS requires
a close match on all token features (although it could be
relaxed in some ways, for example to allow the location to
vary). SB allows any tokens to match. These two matrices
are combined as follows to formS:

S(i, j) =




SS(i, j) if (mi ∈ MS) ∧ (mj ∈ MS)
SB(i, j) if (mi ∈ MB) ∧ (mj ∈ MB)
0 otherwise

(6)
The resultingS matrix compares potential subject features
to the query subject features, and ignores the background
features. With different choices ofSS andSB other queries
could be formed. For example, Stairs could search for an
arbitrary object in a fixed background, or a specific object
on a highly-textured background of any color, etc.

Thus Stairs accomodates region queries without any ma-
jor changes to its architecture. Unfortunately, because a
newS is used in response to each region query, the tactic
of pre-computing the denominator in Equation 4 cannot be
used. Even so, the entire region query computation for 19K
images takes only 30 to 40 seconds on a 266 MHz Pentium
II. This is competitive with times reported by other groups
for region matching [3].

4.2 Evaluation of region matching

Tests of region matching techniques are even less stan-
dardized than those for full image matching. We present the
results of two tests, one on a small domain (200 images of
cars) and one on the full library.

The small domain, images of cars, is useful because the
subject and background are easily defined, and the set of
images may be divided into cars of different colors. Full
image queries will sometimes retrieve cars of different color
that happen to be on similar backgrounds. If the user is
interested only in the cars themselves, then this behavior is
undesirable. A simple test shows that region queries can
significantly improve performance in this regard. Figure 2
shows mean recall/precision curves for a query on each of
four categories: red, yellow, black, and white cars. In each
case the region query is the top curve, particularly at the
high-precision end.
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Figure 2. Precision vs. recall graphs for
queries on color images of cars. (Solid line
= region query; dashed = full image; dotted =
correlogram; dashdot = histogram.)

In the context of a large image library, one would ex-
pect region queries to be most effective when the target
object appears on a variety of different backgrounds. We
identified ten cases of this type and compared the images
retrieved from a full image query to those from a targeted
region query; Figure 3 shows the results from four. The
median rank of the first relevant image retrieved was 5.5 for
region queries, compared with 43, 90, and 59 respectively
for regular Stairs, correlograms, and histograms. In a de-
ployed system, this type of difference is probably enough to
determine whether the first page of retrievals contains a rel-
evant image. Thus region queries can significantly increase
the relevance of the images retrieved, compared with any of
the full-image approaches tested. (Note that while there is
a region-query version of correlograms [12], we do not use
it here because we are interested in comparing Stairs region
queries to full-image methods.)

5 Conclusion

As evidenced by recent work in region matching, re-
search in image retrieval is moving beyond simply searching
a library for matches to a query image. Efforts are under-
way to provide users with more flexible and powerful query
tools. Because of its encompassing architecture, Stairs may
in the future prove useful as a basis for providing some of
these higher-level tools. For example, Ratanet. al. report
success in learning visual categories from examples [17].
Although their underlying architecture is quite different, it
may be possible to perform a similar analysis on the repre-
sentations used by Stairs. Carsonet. al. take a different
approach by pre-segmenting library images into regions of
interest and facilitating sophisticated queries based on these

regions [4]. Although the implicit region queries described
in this paper already address some of the same issues, access
to high-level segmentations would increase the functionality
of the Stairs engine.

While rooted in simple primitives, Stairs combines mul-
tiple sources of information to create a remarkably com-
plete description of an image. Objective evaluations show
that this description can support effective image retrieval,
performing at a level competitive with state-of-the-art ImR
systems. Furthermore, the approach is flexible, allowing
control both at the user level in the choice of spread param-
eters and at the design level in the choice of primitive image
tokens and token descriptors. It is this flexibility which is
the hallmark of the Stairs approach, and which suggests that
it will be useful in developing new ImR tools in the future.
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